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ms DOOJMEN'T 1s SUJ3JECT TO A C O W ORDER A,

SI,.

W N T AM) ITS COh'TENTS SHALL NOT BE USED. SHOWN OR
DISTRIBUTED EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN THe COURTS ORDER

-

March 16, 1990

To:

Martha '~inker

From:

Susan Stuntz

One of these days 1'11 learn not to pick up ringing telephones
before office hours begin.
I spoke at length this morning with Dr. Sidney Hochman, Chairman
of the Department o f Psychology at Nassau Community College in New

--

York. H e t s frustrated with a small cadre of anti-smokers who have
persuaded his president that a total smoking ban
even in private
offices
is the only way to protect nonsmokers from drifting
tobacco smoke.

--

He read about the TI workplace kit in Philip Morris Magazine, would
like two sets of information
one for him and one for his
president, who he describes as reasonable.

--

Held also like about a dozen signs designating smoking areas (we
have a couple of options here
Walker has signs that say ItThank
you for not asking me not to smoketBand we had some signs done

.. .

several years ago for restaurants that s a i d I1smoking permitted
here. "

Since the outcry is based in part on the NY State smoking.
regulations, I'd also recommend sending our employers1 guide on NY
State.

--

The issue appears to be ventilation
the anti's are claiming that
so long as any air is recirculated to nonsmokers, smoking must be
banned. So you probably want to focus on the IAQ issue, possibly
even offering
at no cost to the college
a complete IAQ

--

investigation by HBI.
The name and address:

--

Dr. Sidney Hochman
Chairman, Department of Psychology
Nassau community College
Stewart Avenue
Garden City, NY 11530
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